PAPER POSSIBILITIES
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PAPER POSSIBILITIES: Invitation
Need some ideas to help get you started thinking about your invitation suite? Below is a list of
common—and not-so-common—stationery items and event paper goods.
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SAVE-THE-DATE As
simple as a postcard, or as
complex as you can imagine.

INSERTS Share a little
more info such as travel
and accommodation details,
wedding websites, event
addresses, or reception details.
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BELLY BAND A simple
addition to your invitation
suite to hold all your paper
pretties inside the envelope.
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ENVELOPE One of the
invitation basics. Add a liner
for a more custom touch.

REPLY CARD Accept
guests' responses to your
invitation in style. This
can be a simple postcard,
or a traditional card and
envelope.
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INVITATION Who, what,
when, where—and if you
want—why. Your invite can
come in any shape or size.
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MAP If you think guests will
need some help getting around
town, include a custom map
highlighting event locations
and your favorite places.

POCKET FOLDER If you
have many elements to your
invitation suite, a pocket
folder helps keep it organized
inside the envelope.

Peachy Sigler
1234 Main Street
Somewhere, California 93105
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ENVELOPE ADDRESSING
We can typeset your addresses
to compliment your invitation
design and print them onto the
envelope, or onto a lovely label.
We also work with some fine
calligraphers who can provide
hand-written beauty.

REHEARSAL DINNER
INVITATION/INSERT
Send as a separate invitation,
or include it as an insert if all
guests are invited.

PERSONAL STATIONERY
Send thank you notes or "just
because notes.
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PAPER POSSIBILITIES: Day-of Items
And now for the party: unify your entire event with
complimentary paper goods. Below are some items to consider,
but if you have an idea not outlined below, let us know!

ESCORT CARDS
AND/OR PLACE CARDS
For parties with assigned
seating, direct guests to their
spot. Flat or tented, tags or
pins, this is a fun place to get
creative.

TABLE MARKERS Mark
your tables at your event so
guests know where to sit.

FAVOR TAGS Add a
personal touch to your party
favor to thank guests for their
support.

MENU

MENUS Share what's on
the menu for evening. Tuck
into the napkin at each place
setting, place at the head of
the table. Oh, and don't forget
dessert!

sign our book
chocolate

PROGRAM Help guests
follow along. Share the order
of events, the ceremony
details, a thank you, or trivia
about you and your guests.

EVENT SIGNAGE
Add fun or subtle signage
to your event so guests
spend more time kicking
up their heels, and less time
wondering why there's a
basket full of flip-flops, or if
there's garlic in the potatoes
on the buffet.

CUSTOM GOODIES The
sky's the limit. We'll consider
anything you can dream up to
put that extra personal touch
on your party. From custom
coasters with your signature
drink recipe to fun "just
because" flags. We love to get
creative here.

Annie & Joe

WELCOME BAG ITEMS If
you're expecting guests from
out of town, welcome them
to town with a bag of goodies
that happens to be beautifully
packaged.

WEEKEND ITINERARY
For destination celebrations,
we know these come in handy!
Include with the invitation, or
place in a welcome bag.
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